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In case of nuclear failures on uranium factories, similarly to a case in Japan (October 1999), occurs necessity of
fast inspection of pollution by U-235 of the significant areas on territory, adjacent to emergency object. Basically it was
possible is to made with help by aerial-gamma survey, however the limit of detection U-235 not always will be satis-
factory, besides the received picture of distribution of pollution will have qualitative character and is unsuitable for
quantitative estimations. As a rule in such cases it is necessary to carry out a lot of determinations U-235 in samples of
ground by a rather high-sensitivity method, for example radiochemical, which of high cost much limits opportunities of
research of a radiating conditions on surveyed territory. Results of the analysis of a hundred samples (limiting opportu-
nities of a radiochemical method) from territories about 10-100 km2, are very poor even for a statistical estimation of
continuous distributions and, are especially unsufficient for interpretation of spotty distributions, for atmosphere fall
out.

To all requirements of the analysis of tests of surface ground at radiating inspection a method of the analysis
samples by delayed fission neutron technique satisfies only. The analysis of a hundred of thousands samples of soils and
geological samples in current of a number of years on reactor VVR-K at a flow of neutrons 1013 neutron-cm*2sec~' and
weight of a sample from 1 up to 10 g. has shown the following parameters:

The lower limit of detection 4-10~5 Bq; a range of quantitative determinations from 1-10'4 up to 0,5 Bq; a stan-
dard deviation 5%; cost of the analysis of one test no more than 5$ US; productivity up to 100 thousands analyses in a
year. Preparation samples for the analysis usual.

The combination of a method of late neutrons with is scientific by a reasonable theoretical method of the analy-
sis of spotty distributions, for example Fractal, will allow to carry out quickly and correctly estimation of a radiating
conditions on territories polluted by U-235.
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